
Pass it on! We love riding, plain and simple. So when we decided to build kids’ 
bikes, we engineered the bikes we'd want to ride if we could go 
back in time. High performance bikes, with features and technology 
drawn straight from the bikes we’re riding now. Bikes that are so 
light, so stable, so easy and fun to ride that they’re bound to create 
a love of riding that will last a lifetime. Around the office, we refer 
to these little Cannondales as “Heir-dales” because they really are 
engineered to pass something on to the next generation, something 
truly valuable…the love of the ride. Pass it on!



Internally Routed Cables 

Vibration-Absorbing Seat Stays

Oversized Head Tubes and Smooth Welds

Ultra Light Alloy Frames

Cannondale's high-performance 

heritage is evident throughout our 

new kids’ line. Ultra-light alloy frames 

with oversized head tubes and smooth 

welds. Vibration-absorbing seat 

stays. Lightweight alloy components. 

Internally-routed rear brake cables for 

a clean look and no pinched fingers. 

Custom comfort saddles. Race-inspired 

graphics. It all adds up to bikes that 

are truly a cut above. They should be. 

They’re Cannondales. 

Oversized Head Tubes and Smooth Welds

Vibration-Absorbing Seat Stays



Approximate Fit Range for Race 24

Size Age Inseam cm / in

Medium 8-11 59-72 cm / 23.2-28.3 in

Large 9-13 62-76 cm / 24.4-30 in

BOY’S  
Color: Jet Black with Berserker Green, gloss



The name says it all. With its featherweight, durable frame, air-sprung 
front fork, wide-range 21-speed gearing and light, powerful V-brakes, 
the RACE 24 is designed to help aspiring racers take their game to the 
next level. Available in two frame sizes for the perfect fit.

race 24
 24" wheels

 Air-sprung fork, 60mm travel, with lockout

 21-speed Shimano gearing with twist shifters

 Medium and Large sizes available (large shown)

BOY’S  
Color: Jet Black with Berserker Green, gloss

GIRL’S 
Color: Charcoal Gray with Coral Pink, gloss



BOY’S 
Color 2: Berserker Green with White, gloss

BOY’S  
Color 1: Brushed Aluminum with Jet Black, gloss



 Lightweight alloy frame

 24" wheels

 Coil-sprung, 40mm travel fork

 7-speed Shimano gearing with twist shifter

The TRAIL 24 is a budding mountain biker’s best bet. A lightweight, 
race-inspired frame, a 40mm suspension fork and easy-to-use 7-speed 
gearing mean that it is ready for some serious off-road adventuring.

trail 24

GIRL’S 
Color 1: Pearl White with Light Blue, gloss

GIRL’S 
Color 2: Pixie Powder Purple with Light Blue, matte

Approximate Fit Range for Trail 24

Age Inseam cm / in

8-11 59-72 cm / 23.2-28.3 in



Tear up the tarmac with this lightweight, high-performance machine. 
With its 21-speed gearing, all-weather disc brakes and radical Lefty-
inspired single-sided fork, the STREET 24 is a street bike like no other.

street 24

BOY’S  
Color: Jet Black with Berserker Green, matte

GIRL’S 
Color: Jet Black with Brilliant Berry, matte

 Sleek, lightweight alloy frame

 Radical single-sided fork

 24" wheels

 Powerful disc brakes

 21-speed Shimano gearing with twist shifters

Approximate Fit Range for Street Bikes

Size Age Inseam cm / in

Street 24 8-11 59-72 cm / 23.2-28.3 in

Street 20 7-10 54-68 cm / 21.3-26.8 in



Cruise the sidewalks and park paths in style on the STREET 20. Its 
lightweight frame and 6-speed gearing makes short work of the hills, 
while its stable handling and powerful brakes make descents a breeze.

street 20

BOY’S  
Color: Jet Black with Berserker Green, gloss

GIRL’S 
Color: Charcoal Gray with Light Blue, gloss

 Light and stylish alloy frame with custom matched fork

 20" wheels

 6-speed Shimano gearing with twist shifter



BOY’S 
Color 1: Jet Black with Berserker Green, gloss

BOY’S 
Color 2: Brushed Aluminum with Berserker Green, gloss



For those ready to step up to the freedom and expanded range that gears provide, 
the light and zippy TRAIL 20 is the perfect option. Its lightweight alloy frame, 
6-speed gearing and rugged suspension fork tame trails from park to playground.

trail 20
 Lightweight, race-inspired alloy frame

 Coil-sprung, 30mm travel fork

 20" wheels

 6-speed Shimano gearing with twist shifter

GIRL’S 
Color 1: Pearl White with Light Blue, gloss

GIRL’S 
Color 2: Jet Black with Violet, gloss

Approximate Fit Range for Trail 20

Age Inseam cm / in

7-10 54-68 cm / 21.3-26.8 in



GIRL’S 
Color 1: Charcoal Gray with Light Pink, gloss

GIRL’S 
Color 2: Sunrise with Magenta, gloss

Approximate Fit Range for Trail 20 Single-Speed

Age Inseam cm / in

6-9 45-61 cm / 17.7-24 in



Sporting a smaller frame than the geared TRAIL 20, the single-speed TRAIL 20 is an 
ideal bike for that transition period between the training wheels and a fully geared, 
off-road machine. Just the thing for learning those sweet coaster brake skids…

trail 20single-speed

 Low standover, lightweight alloy frame and fork

 20" wheels

 Low maintenance single-speed drive train with coaster brake

 Front short-reach V-brake

BOY’S 
Color 1: Pearl White with Niagra Blue, gloss

BOY’S  
Color 2: Berserker Green with Nu Team Blue, gloss



GIRL’S 
Color 1: Charcoal Gray with Coral Pink, gloss

GIRL’S 
Color 2: Pearl White with Light Blue, gloss

Approximate Fit Range for Trail 16 Single-Speed

Age Inseam cm / in

4-7 42-49 cm / 16.5-19.3 in



 Low standover, lightweight alloy frame and fork

 16" wheels

 Single-speed gearing with coaster brake

 Removable training wheels

BOY’S 
Color 1: Brushed Aluminum with Ultra Blue, gloss

BOY’S 
Color 2: Jet Black with Berserker Green, gloss

trail 16single-speed

Start them off in style! With its 16" wheels, lightweight alloy frame, tapered fork 
blades and race-inspired graphics, the smooth-riding TRAIL 16 will have them 
dreaming of singletrack stardom. Especially once those training wheels are gone...

       WARNINGS! 
Bicycling has risks of serious injury or death that cannot be completely avoided. Risk can 
be minimized by: Reading and following all warnings and instructions in owner’s manuals, 
owner’s manual supplements, always wearing a helmet, practice and step-by-step 
learning, riding in control and within your capabilities. Adult parents, guardians must 
read all warnings and instructions, guide and supervise minors. 
Cannondale urges that parents not permit kids to ride at dawn, at dusk, at night or at other 
times of poor visibility. Warning: Reflectors are not a substitute for proper lights. If parents 
choose to let kids ride in these conditions, or ride with kids in these conditions, it is your 
responsibility to equip the bicycle with all state and locally mandated lights. Riding at dawn, 
at dusk, at night or at other times of poor visibility without a bicycle lighting system which 
meets local and state laws and without reflectors is dangerous and may result in serious 
injury or death. If a bike is ridden before dawn or after dusk, it must be equipped with lights 
so that the rider can see the road and avoid road hazards, and so that others can see you. 
Traffic laws treat bicycles like any other vehicle. That means you must have a white front 
and a red rear light operating if you are riding after dusk. Your bike dealer can recommend 
a battery or generator powered lighting system appropriate to your needs. Cannondale also 
strongly urges you to use a flashing light or strobe. All of us at Cannondale who ride at night 
or in conditions of lower visibility use flashers. They can save a life.

We strongly advocate the use of helmets on every ride. Wearing a helmet is perhaps your 
single best defense against a major medical catastrophe while riding, so buckle up! Parents, 
please set the right example, always wear a helmet. 

Catalog text and descriptions are marketing materials, not instructions or guidelines for use!

Visit http://www.cannondale.com/bikes/tech/safety for warnings, technical documents, 
and safety guidelines.

WARNINGS!



Camo

Butterflies

Skulls

Flowers

Monsters

Unicorns/Stars

Treads 

Factory Racing Team Skulls Treads

Purple/Butterflies White/Butterflies

Kid’s Tech Tee
 100% lightweight, sweat-wicking  
polyester with fully sublimated, 
colorful designs.

 Relaxed, comfortable fit.
 Sizes: Small (6-7 yrs), Medium (8-9 yrs),  
Large (10-12 yrs).

Kid’s Rush Baggy Shorts
 Boy’s and Girl’s versions in lightweight, durable 
100% polyester Motion Tech fabric.

 Soft-Fleece padding for comfort on the saddle.
 2 hand pockets, elastic waist and reflective accents. 
1 side cargo pocket on Boy’s.

 Sizes: Small (6-7 yrs), Medium (8-9 yrs),  
Large (10-12 yrs).
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Kid’s Quick Helmets
 Big protection for little riders.
 In-Fusion mold technology makes this 
helmet very durable and light-weight.

 Easy Fit System with micro-dial and plush 
padding makes adjusting the helmet size 
effortless and precise.

 Vent Screens stop bugs, not air flow.
 Soft-touch webbing with pinch guard 
allows for a comfortable and secure fit.

 Sizes: XS/S 48-54cm, S/M 52-57cm.

Black (BLK) Black (BLK)

GIRL’S 

GIRL’S 

GIRL’S 

BOY’S 

BOY’S 

BOY’S 
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